
 

LEW ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTORS  

CHRISTMAS CRACKERS SCRATCH CARD PROMOTION TERMS & CONDITIONS 

Promotion runs from 01/12/20 - 20/12/20. Scratch cards are rewarded upon a single successful 
transaction of £75.00 excluding VAT in branch and excludes any orders placed via phone, email, 
online or other method. 1 card rewarded per transaction. Scratch cards are handed at the point of 
transaction and can not be replaced if lost or stolen or requested retrospectively. 

Claiming Prizes:  
Recipients can claim the prize as advertised on the scratch card. To claim an ‘Instant Prize’ holders of 
a winning scratch card must exchange the card for a selection of prizes to claim in the branch. The 
card must be handed in and can not be returned neither can prizes be swapped once claimed.  

For other prizes, holders of a winning scratch card must exchange the card for the advertised prize. 
Certain prizes may need to be dispatched for collection by the winner. In this case, winners will need 
to fill a claim form for validation. 

Only original cards must be exchanged, photocopies/scans will not be accepted. Holders of a winning 
scratch card claiming a prize must have a LEW Electrical Distributors Trading Account and be free of 
any arrears or restrictions. LEW Electrical Distributors reserves the right to refuse a rewarding prize at 
our discretion. 

Those claiming a prize must have authorisation to do so on behalf of the organisation which has 
made the qualifying spend.  

Prizes and scratch cards can not be exchanged for anything other than the prize on offer and hold no 
monetary value. 

Claims for prizes must be completed by 20/12/2020 by the methods above. After this date, holders of 
winning scratch cards will not be eligible for prizes. Those who can not visit a branch to claim a prize 
before this date should email marketing@lewelectrical.co.uk for assistance.  

Promotion Terms:  
Any persons who make a qualifying transaction from 00:01 01/12/2020 until 23:59 20/12/20 will 
receive a scratch card which may be exchanged for a prize as advertised on the scratch card. Cards 
are distributed at random with prizes allocated to winners as the relevant cards are discovered. If at 
the end of the promotion period prizes remain, a raffle draw will take place to allocate the remaining 
prizes excluding ‘Instant Prizes’. The raffle draw entries will be all qualifying transactions across LEW 
Electrical Distributors from 01.12.2020 - 20.12.20 and be raffled to random winners. This will take 
place on the 21/12/20 with the aim to distribute prizes by the 24/12/20. 

‘Instant Win’ prizes can be claimed while stocks last. If stocks of ‘Instant Win’ prizes run out, LEW 
Electrical Distributors are not obliged to offer any alternative. Other prizes are exchanged upon a 
successful claim. If the prize advertised can no longer be sourced, LEW Electrical Distributors 
reserves the right to offer a suitable replacement prize. 

By taking part in the promotion, players and winners consent upon collection of prizes that a 
photograph will be taken. This Photograph will be used by LEW Electrical Distributors for marketing & 
promotional purposes. Players and winners also consent to publication of their Name and Business 
Name alongside for marketing & promotional purposes.  

LEW Electrical Distributors reserves the right to amend, alter and cancel the promotion without reason 
or prior communication or compensation for players taking part. 


